
In 1985 it is difficult to write anything about Emma Hale Smith that doesn't express sympathy or admiration, so much about her trying life is now known. Valeen Tippett Avery and Linda King Newell have nonetheless succeeded in writing 309 pages of extraordinary sentences that express neither too much sympathy nor too much admiration. While they clearly grew to love their subject, their attempt to write objective Mormon history was successful. This is both the strength and the weakness of the book.

We have needed a well-researched biography that looks at Emma the woman, not Emma the wife. We have needed a biography of Emma that rescued her from Brigham Young, who thought her a devil, that took a compassionate but honest look at her knowledge of polygamy and her effort to save her son's church from its influence—a book that recognized Emma's strength and indomitable spirit in the face of the oppression that came from both within and without the church. We have wanted to see Emma's human qualities beyond her nourishing qualities—to see her in the center of relationships, not on the periphery. In short, we needed a more objective look at Emma than anyone had provided before. In *Mormon Enigma* we have an excellent one.

To fill our need for an analysis of a Mormon woman's experience, *Mormon Enigma* is less successful. Emma was a prophet's wife and an "elect lady" of a church, but she was much more. She was a woman whose life was totally taken over by her marriage to Joseph, even into the thirty-five years she lived after he was married to Lewis Bidamon. She gave birth to eight children, adopted two, and saw five die in infancy. She was, of necessity, a "public" woman, who spent most of her life living up to the demands of a public image. Most important, she was a complex woman obscured by her husband in the eyes of their contemporaries as well as in the writings of succeeding generations.

Emma's complexity is seen in this biography—her feelings, quoted from her few extant writings, emit from its pages. But I thirst for more. I want to read what Emma would have written on the night of December 25, 1843, had she had the energy to reflect on the past year. She started and ended the year with extended illnesses, possibly typhoid fever or malaria. In February she discovered Joseph's marriage to Eliza R. Snow, which began her painful struggle with plural marriage that lasted the rest of her life. On September 28, Emma received her second anointing. Then in November her husband accused her of poisoning him. On Christmas Day she served dinner to over 200 guests. The thought of such large-scale hospitality without the amenities of indoor plumbing and microwave ovens is mind-boggling! What would Emma have recorded in her journal about her life that year?

As with all women, the sources from which we can know Emma are too few. She had little time to write and no scribe to record her every word (as Joseph had). Emma, as all historical figures, will remain unreachable to those of us, the authors included, who want to know her better. As with all addictive pleasures, good history makes us yearn to know more.

The authors have provided us with the facts. Yet, history is unavoidably constructed by the historian, no matter how much objectivity is attempted. This book was shaped from the authors' perspective, out of their experience as Mormon women. *Mormon Enigma* sets the stage for comparative analysis. For example, the experience of other Mormon women would be valuable.
be valuable here. Does Sonja Johnson's struggle relate to Emma's? Would the work of feminist scholars, on the different way women view the world, give us some alternate interpretations of Emma's life?

If history is to reflect female experience—which reveals more than fact and which communicates the female struggle—we must understand the different world created, and sometimes inhabited, by women. We must use female language, symbols, and images to describe female lives, recognizing that the basic conditions of women's lives, described in feminist literature, are relevant to the study of all women, historical and contemporary.

Paul Edwards, in his essay on Alice Smith Edwards (included in this issue), provides an excellent illustration of what we must attempt. He uses the concept of women living in exile to reflect on the life of an RLDS woman—a life that exhibits a pattern of exclusion and participation. Emma's life also exhibits such a pattern. Her life was obscured by her husband's. Her constant condition was one of participation—riding next to her husband in a military parade, admired by all—and of exclusion—kept ignorant of her husband's plural wives.

The authors have set the stage for many types of analyses of Emma Hale Smith. I suspect that there is much more in their hearts as well as their heads to write about her. They have generated in their readers an appetite to know more, to use the light of understandings about women's experiences of reality to shine on Emma.

Other reviewers have called this book "a noteworthy contribution to American history" and "one of the finest biographies in the field of Mormon studies." These phrases are far too modest. The authors have interpreted Emma's life in a thoughtful and courageous writing. It may be unfair to ask for more, but it is exactly what we need, want, and what history demands.

Mary Lou Goodyear
Denver, Colorado


Jan Shippy knew little about Mormonism when she found herself living in Logan, Utah, twenty-five years ago. She became interested in Mormon history and has pursued it as her major academic and personal interest in the intervening years. A Methodist, she is now the best known historian of Mormonism from the ranks of the Gentiles, and the only non-Mormon ever to be elected president of the Mormon History Association.

This book is the long-awaited publication of her interpretation of where Mormonism fits among the religions of the Western world. It is her thesis that Mormonism is a new religious tradition. Just as Christianity began within Judaism but eventually came to be seen as a new religious tradition separate from Judaism, so Mormonism began within Christianity but became a separate religious tradition. "Mormonism started to grow away from traditional Christianity almost immediately upon coming into existence," writes the author (p. ix).

For Dr. Shippy, a professor of history at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis, it is the open canon of scripture (the Book of Mormon and the revelations to a modern prophet) and the historical experiences of the early Mormons that distinguish them from all other existing religious traditions (p. xii).

Shippy defines church, denomination, sect, and cult and places Mormonism in the category of cult. She defines a cult as "a group that coalesces around a leader who mounts a challenge to the fundamental integrity of a tradition's story by adding to it, subtracting from it, or by changing it in some more radical way than merely setting out a new interpretation of the events and happenings in the existing story" (p. 48). She makes a good case for her interpretation, but I think a good case could be made that Mormonism is "merely setting out a new interpretation of the events and happenings in the existing story." While the claim to add to the canon was unusual, the Book of Mormon was a rehash of biblical ideas and the revelations tended to be merely directions for the church. Certainly Mormonism significantly reinterpreted the Judeo-Christian history—often distorting it. But many other sects have placed new interpre-
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they don't have enough information to comment.

Mrs. Newell said she heard of the ban on June 9 from friends who serve in leadership positions in nearby Salt Lake LDS wards and stakes.

Friends reported they had "received instructions in bishopric meetings" not to invite Mrs. Newell or Dr. Avery to speak in church, according to Mrs. Newell.

Mrs. Newell said the stake president, and later, church apostles Neal Maxwell and Dallin Oaks confirmed the order.

"It [the ban] originated at church headquarters by telephone, was set down the communication line through area presidents, then the regional representatives, then stake presidents, then bishops," said Mrs. Newell.

"Needless to say, by the time the message was relayed to us by other concerned friends, it was considerably garbled and came in various versions."

Mrs. Newell said Elder Maxwell and Oaks later told her "some aspects of the portrayal of Joseph Smith in her book were reasons for the action."

"No one had any explanation as to why, as lifetime church members, neither Val [co-author Avery] nor I had been informed officially of this decision or been given an opportunity to speak in our own behalf," she said.

"By not informing us, established church rules of due process were ignored."

Mrs. Newell and her husband L. Jackson Newell, dean of liberal education, University of Utah, are co-editors of "Dialogue," a Mormon intellectual journal.

Elder Oaks, who resigned as state supreme court justice to assume his current church position, is a former member of Dialogue's editorial board.

Mrs. Newell said she assumes the ban is not an attack on the journal.

"What has happened is self-defeating and unfortunate," said Dr. Newell. "The editors were intellectually honest and tried to treat history with fairness and balance. We've asked that the decision be reconsidered."

Mrs. Newell said she did not want to discuss controversial stories in the book because "they could be taken out of context."

"Our task was to tell Emma [Smith's] story as clearly and accurately as we could," said Mrs. Newell.

We wrote about Joseph Smith in the context of her life. What he did affected her and other women who were her friends so the view of Joseph we give is the more human side as he interacts as husband, father and friend.

"Mormon, like most Americans, are not used to reading their history from a woman's viewpoint but I am confident that "Mormon Enigma" can stand on its own merit," she said.

Emma Smith did not travel to Utah with the main body of the Mormon church in 1846. Neither did she accept the concept of polygamy — espoused by Joseph Smith — although she believed her husband was a prophet.

Contrary to popular Mormon thought, Mrs. Smith did not participate in the organization of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Nor did she encourage her son to become the splinter church's leader, according to the book.

After Joseph Smith's murdering in 1844, Mrs. Smith married Lewis Bidamon, a non-Mormon. Mr. Bidamon later became an illegitimate son whom Emma Smith reared.

On her deathbed, Emma Smith urged her husband Bidamon to marry the child's mother so the boy would be legitimate. She also cared for Joseph Smith's mother Lucy Mack Smith.

Emma Smith died in 1879.

"If I could describe Emma Smith in one word," said Mrs. Newell, "it would be 'compassionate.'"
LDS Officials Ban Authors From Lectures on History

By Dawn Tracy
Tribune Staff Writer

Mormon Church officials have banned the authors of an award-winning book on Emma Smith, wife of church founder Joseph Smith, from speaking on historical topics in church meetings.

Officials from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints refused comment. A church spokesman would not say if the order involves other Mormon writers and historians.

The ban apparently came from the church's ruling First Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve Apostles to local church bishops in Utah, Idaho and Arizona.

The author, a Mormon who has served in numerous ward and stake church positions, learned about the ban from friends.

Linda Newell, co-author of "Mormon Enigma: Emma Hale Smith," said church officials told her the speaking ban pertains "only to historical topics" and does not affect her standing in the church.

The book examines polygamy from a woman's point of view.

Mrs. Newell said she had not discussed Mormon historical topics in church sacrament meetings because the subject is too "controversial."

W. Eugene Hansen, an attorney and stake president, said it would be inappropriate to comment except to say Mrs. Newell is in "full fellowship and good standing with the church."

The co-author of "Mormon Enigma", Dr. Valeen Tippetts Avery, a professor of history at Northern Arizona University, could not be reached for comment.

Church spokesman Jerry Cahill said after talking to "appropriate church authorities," he has no comment.

"It is a matter of policy that the church does not comment publicly about what goes on in private meetings with its members," said Mr. Cahill.

When asked for a response to the ban, Mr. Cahill said "I am well aware of the questions but [I will] make no comment. I wouldn't respond in this way if I had not talked to the appropriate officials."

A few months ago, the authors shared a $10,000 prize in this year's David Woolley Evans and Beatrice Cannon Evans Biography Award. Jeffrey Holland, president of the Mormon church-owned Brigham Young University, presented the award personally.

The book also has received Best Book Award for 1984 from the Mormon History Association.

On the book's jacket, former Mormon church historian Leonard J. Arrington praised the work as "One of the great biographies in Mormon and 19th Century American literature."

Other comments on the dust jacket are from James L. Clayton, historian and Dean of the University of Utah Graduate School. Dr. Clayton said the book is "thoroughly researched, clearly written and nicely balanced."

Mr. Arrington and Dr. Clayton said See B-16. Column 4
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they don’t have enough information to comment.

Mrs. Newell said she heard of the ban on June 9 from friends who serve in leadership positions in nearby Salt Lake LDS wards and stakes.

Friends reported they had “received instructions in histioric meetings” not to invite Mrs. Newell or Dr. Avery to speak in church, according to Mrs. Newell.

Mrs. Newell said the stake president, and later, church apostles Neal Maxwell and Dallin Oaks confirmed the order.

“It [the ban] originated at church headquarters by telephone, was sent down the communication line through area presidents, then regional representatives, then stake presidents, then bishops,” said Mrs. Newell. “Needless to say, by the time the message was relayed to us by other concerned friends, it was considerably garbled and came in various versions.”

Mrs. Newell said Elders Maxwell and Oaks later told her “some aspects of the portrayal of Joseph Smith in her book were reasons for the action.”

“No one had any explanation as to why, as lifetime church members, neither I [co-author Avery] nor I had been informed officially of this decision or been given an opportunity to speak in our own behalf,” she said. “By not informing us, established church rules of due process were ignored.”

Mrs. Newell and her husband L. Jackson Newell, dean of liberal education, University of Utah, are co-editors of Dialogue, a Mormon intellectual journal.

Elder Oaks, who resigned as state supreme court justice to assume his current church position, is a former member of Dialogue’s editorial board.

Mrs. Newell said she assumes the ban is not an attack on the journal.

“What has happened is self-defeating and unfortunate,” said Dr. Newell. “The authors were intellectually honest and tried to treat history with fairness and balance. We’ve asked that the decision be reconsidered.”

Mrs. Newell said she did not want to discuss controversial stories in the book because “they could be taken out of context.”

“Our task was to tell Emma [Smith’s] story as clearly and accurately as we could,” said Mrs. Newell. “We wrote about Joseph [Smith] in the context of her life. What he did affected her and other women who were her friends so the view of Joseph we give is the more human side as he interacts as husband, father and friend.

“Mormons, like most Americans, are not used to reading their history from a woman’s viewpoint but I am confident that ‘Mormon Enigma’ can stand on its own merit,” she said.

Emma Smith did not travel to Utah with the main body of the Mormon church in 1846. Neither did she accept the concept of polygamy — espoused by Joseph Smith — although she believed her husband was a prophet.

Contrary to popular Mormon thought, Mrs. Smith did not participate in the organization of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Nor did she encourage her son to become the splinter church’s leader, according to the book.

After Joseph Smith’s murder in 1844, Mrs. Smith married Lewis Bidamon, a non-Mormon. Mr. Bidamon later had an illegitimate son whom Emma Smith reared.

On her deathbed, Emma Smith urged her husband Bidamon to marry the child’s mother so the boy would be legitimate. She also cared for Joseph Smith’s mother Lucy Mack Smith.

Emma Smith died in 1879.

“If I could describe Emma Smith in one word,” said Mrs. Newell, “it would be ‘compassionate.’”
Stop Domestic Violence
(Continued from page 4)

parental authority, marriage, human sexuality, and the family often contributed to the problem. Misinterpretation and misuse of scripture and Christian tradition have been detrimental.

This is rapidly changing. Today in many RLDS communities, members are exploring ways for the church to become a resource to ministry rather than a roadblock. A number of congregations throughout the church are cooperating with organizations dedicated to the prevention of domestic violence and to healing for the victims. Last year the Herald carried several news stories of congregations working with shelters for battered women and agencies for the prevention of child abuse. Saints in Kansas, Missouri, Maine, and California are among those involved.

There are no simple solutions to this disturbing issue. All the members caught in the crisis of violence are harmed physically, psychologically, and spiritually. Knowledgeable, skilled counseling and support are needed.

Graceland Board of Trustees

In harmony with the action taken by the 1982 Conference in World Conference Resolution 1166, the Higher Education Advisory Board is giving attention to the nominations of Graceland College trustees to be acted on by the 1986 Conference. Church members are encouraged to submit the names of persons whom they wish the board to consider. Each recommendation should be accompanied by current biographical data (preferably typewritten). The one submitting the name must also certify that his/her nominee is willing and able to serve if nominated and elected.

Persons wishing to submit names must mail them in sufficient time that the information will be received no later than November 15, 1985. Board members will consult with the First Church members are wise to recognize the merit of organizations designed to address the problem.

Victims of domestic violence are the "bruised and brokenhearted" whom Christians are called to comfort. Perhaps the greatest ministry that can be given is that of referral to agencies where the whole family can receive healing ministry. Saints can provide both time and money as support to such organizations. Those who have contributed bear witness to the power of God present in the efforts to stop the violence.

B.H.

Office HQ News

submissions are made to the church headquarters with the name on each issue of the church publication.

Letters

The letters column primarily offers "Herald" readers the opportunity to comment on issues presented in earlier issues. Letters should be brief and free from statements that reflect on the integrity of individuals. Address "The Editor, Saints Herald, P.O. Box 1059, Independence, Missouri 64055."

Letters are "freely using the opportunities which church law provides." It is up to those who do not agree with present conditions to try through church law and procedures to bring about a change in the church, but not to voluntarily leave the church or turn in priesthood cards.

We must remember that the Lord is in control and has given us a promise in Doctrine and Covenants 36:12a-g. May the Lord our God and his Son Jesus Christ bless us as we seek to bring forth Zion in this day.

Phillips, Wisconsin
Kip and Janet Davis

March 1, Herald

In response to the statement on "unauthorized assemblies," we agree with the author that the conferences of the church are the recognized arena for debate and change within the framework of the church.

In agreeing with this, we would urge the members who are not in agreement with the present policies of the church to exercise their right to vote at all levels (from branches to World Conference) on all items under consideration. By doing this they would lead to changing a moral line. That line then comes closer to censoring what you can say in this publication.

Sutherland, Oregon
John R. Whelchert
Publisher, The Sun Tribune

I read with interest the editorial by the First Presidency regarding the various newsletters, magazines, and booklets arriving unsolicited in the mail of RLDS members. No other interested groups of persons at their discretion in explorations necessary to determine the strengths of the current Graceland Board of Trustees in filling expiring terms or vacancies.

Names and biographical data should be sent to Jerry C. Bunkle, Higher Education Advisory Board, P.O. Box 1059, Independence, Missouri, 64051.

Freedom of speech and of the press are rights we too often take lightly. It is my personal opinion that you cannot separate radio, television, and brewers from the freedoms that newspapers and citizens rightfully share.

Freely people think and to be as much as they can be should be the basic premise of life and is what the church should have (and does) encourage through education and new forms of worship. Censorship in any form goes against the very agency that God is currently giving each of us.

When you encourage people to seek censornship as a solution you open the door to the eventual censorship of your own speech or publication, because someday your thoughts, ideas, or writings may be perceived as a "problem."

Of course we are free to stand against the free- doms which radio, television, and brewers already have—and possibly there should be some limits—but censorship will not be a cure to alcohol abuse and can only lead to drawing a moral line. That line then comes closer to censoring what you can say in this publication.

Independence, Missouri
Alta M. Witte

March 1, Herald

Concerning the editorial about alcohol advertising may I share a few thoughts? Sometimes it is difficult to see what happens when we react a certain way to a problem, and most of us will admit alcohol can be a problem. I do not want this to appear to be a defense for alcohol or its abuse, but I do want to stand up for the freedom of expression that should be available to all.
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On Thursday night, December 27, I received a telephone call from the presiding elder of our congregation in Jackson, Ohio. The city police had just arrested a fifteen-year-old boy for vandalizing the nursery classroom at our church and several cars belonging to residents of the neighborhood. There seemed to be no reason for these senseless acts. The boy was apparently intoxicated at the time.

Fortunately, damage to the church was minimal, although there was a lot of broken glass in the toy box and playpen. A speaker connecting to the main sanctuary had been destroyed, but everyone agreed that the damage could have been a lot worse.

Brother Ervin called me to let me know what had happened since, besides being a preacher, he is also a reporter for the local triweekly paper, and a part of my beat is to cover police department news. Jackson is a small town—population 6,600—and there are very few secrets, so Brother Ervin told me who the boy was. A long-haired, sulky kid with an earring in one ear, he delivered the Columbus paper to my door every day.

My first reaction was I would cancel the paper and register my complaint to the circulation manager. My wife, who had spent a lot of time in the nursery with our two-year-old son, shared my view. As soon as I had expressed this anger, however. I realized that I could do nothing to change the fact that the boy had been arrested.

We then started to prepare for the senior high church school class I teach, discussing the lesson that was also on forgiveness. I realized that the boy who was arrested was the same age as some of the well-behaved, well-behaved teenagers I have in my class. And so, on Sunday, December 30, I presented the matter to them: can we forgive this boy enough to invite him to attend our church?

I placed three blank greeting cards in the classroom, and said, "I know how to get in touch with the boy. If any of you would like to invite him to church school, these cards are for that purpose." I then left to help prepare for the next service.

When I returned, one girl had written an invitation to the youth to come to church. I later found out an adult member of the congregation had extended a similar invitation to both the boy and his family.

Through a number of coincidences the official asked branch representatives what suggestions they would have for sentencing the boy. One member suggested, half-seriously, "Why not sentence him to Sunday School with us for awhile? Maybe we can show him what goes on here and teach him something that will help him." To make a long story short, the officials liked the idea, and now this young man is attending services at our church and will continue to do so for the next nine months.

Our new friend made his first appearance January 20. There had been tremendous preparation for his coming by prayerful members of the congregation, and he was met, on his first day, by a spirit of love that may have been beyond his comprehension. There was no denying the smile that came across his face when the congregation burst into a chorus of "Happy Birthday" for him. We had learned he had turned sixteen just two days before, so we included him in our list of salutes to members' birthdays and anniversaries.

We are trying to make ourselves carefree in our relationship with this young man. We have one goal: simply to love him for the person he is with us, and give him something good to take with him all his life.

When he has "done his time" with us, we realize we may never see him again at church. But we also realize that there could be an exciting and happy end to this story. No matter how it turns out, this is a mowntainop experience for all of us Saints in Jackson, Ohio.

We will appreciate prayers of support from all our brothers and sisters in the World Church.

Jackson, Ohio

Clifton Spires, Jr.

NOTE OF APPRECIATION

I must write to say how much I enjoy reading the Herald. The December issue was excellent. I read and reread all of the articles ("The Love Connection" was a masterpiece). I am a seventy-five-year-old widow and live twenty-five miles from the nearest branch, so reading church material is very important to me. I was converted after reading the Book of Mormon, given to me by a friend in Kansas City; I went there to be baptized.

The group at Sparta, Illinois, is small, but we have a wonderful spirit present every time we meet. We are studying The Life and Ministry of Jesus, as teacher of the class, I have learned much.

My life has been made full by the reading and studying I have done. Keep the Herald full of good articles.

Ava, Illinois

Grace Lively
Book Review


Emma Hale Smith is one of the least understood figures in Latter Day Saint history. As the wife of a charismatic religious leader who himself remains largely obscure to his friends and enemies alike, she was destined to become an enigma to all who might seek to grasp the inner truth of her complex and painful life. All that has ever been written about Emma Smith has sorely needed revision if not outright rejection as useless biography. Whether coming from a Mormon or an RLDS perspective, attempts to either chronicle or synthesize the meaning of her life have fallen far short of their objectives. Mormon writers have maligned Emma as a heretic from Mormonism. RLDS authors, on the other hand, have nearly defied her and placed her in fantasy worlds for the supposed benefit of their partisan audience. For years the time has been ripe for a new and more balanced treatment of the life of Emma Hale Smith Bidamon.

Now—after some eight-plus years of exhaustive research, writing, and re-writing—Linda Newell and Valeen Avery offer the world their tome on the life of the "Elect Lady" of Mormonism. The title itself indicates the limitations the authors felt in trying to solve the riddles of Emma's life and impact on Mormonism from its founding in western New York to the present. They are correct: she remains enigmatic, even despite their comprehensive biography. I welcome the chance to review this splendid work, for it centers me in a continuing struggle to grasp, with mind, imagination, and emotion, some dim hint of what it might have been like as a nineteenth-century woman to endure the oppression of male ecclesiastical, economic, political, and social power. In the end, a biography about such a woman—written by two women who have learned to cope with those types of male power in this American culture—deserves the kind of review that only a woman could produce.

That such a sizable work on Emma Smith could be written is a tribute to the authors' tireless quest for documentation, since there is only a handful of Emma Smith papers. The reconstruction of such a complex life was made more difficult by that lack, but in the long run, the breadth of sources lends much to the quality of the finished work. Acknowledging their own rich Mormon heritage and present connection, the authors try to allay the readers' possible fears of friendly bias by subscribing to themselves a laudable degree of historical detachment.

We have written neither to support nor to dispute doctrine and have used accounts both favorable to and critical of the new religion that Joseph Smith established. We also recognize the difficulty of maintaining balance in describing historical events that many people hold sacred. The solution Brigham H. Roberts expressed in the Preface to the Comprehensive History of the Church became ours: "to frankly state events as they occurred, in full consideration of all related circumstances, allowing the line of condemnation or justification to fall where it may, being confident that in the sum of things justice will follow truth" (Introduction, xiii).

A major aspect of Emma's life was the pain of deprivation—physical, psychological, and emotional. Sensitive and insightful throughout the book, the authors set forth the myriad events which epitomized those aspects of her suffering, beginning with her separation from her family not long after she met Joseph Smith, Jr. Their marriage permanently alienated her from her parents, particularly her father Isaac, although several letters passed between Emma and her parents and other family members in later years. Her departure from New York to Ohio in early 1831 began her lifelong exile from her natal home. She never saw her parents again. The authors see her life and relationships as unfolding against the backdrop of personal tragedy and trauma occasioned by (1) ill-timed moves, (2) forced flights from "the enemy," (3) the deaths of five of the nine children she bore—either at their births or shortly thereafter—between the years 1825 and 1842, (4) marital conflict and crisis not only as a prophet's wife (1827-1844) but as spouse to L. C. Bidamon (1847-1879), (5) debilitating family illnesses and crises of all sorts, and (6) immensely painful burdens imposed by family, neighbors, and strangers. The entire volume is an absorbing story of a multidimensional person living in a complex and rapidly changing social milieu. The authors possess literary skills that bring Emma Hale Smith to life for those who care enough to wrestle today with the questions she raised for her own time.

A central issue is plural marriage and its effect on Emma's relationship to Joseph and their family, as well as its impact on early Mormonism. This is a difficult matter to address, primarily because for over a century the LDS and RLDS churches have held fiercely to such conflicting views about polygamy's origin in those early years. Mormons have long been champions of the position that Joseph Smith, Jr., both taught and practiced polygamy—thus legitimating for them its continuance in Utah Territory during the post-Nauvoo period. They have therefore produced many sources linking polygamy's origin to Joseph—several documents of particularly dubious authenticity fixing its inception as far back as 1831. The RLDS church, on the other hand, from its origin in 1852 in Wisconsin, has condemned plural marriage as a heresy. From about the mid-1870s until very recent times RLDS leaders and members used every possible means to link Joseph Smith's name with polygamy only on the basis of his strong opposition to it. They have placed unbounded trust, in this connection, in his published denials of plural marriage and other wrongs in the Times and Seasons in 1844. Equally important to RLDS convictions was the "Last Testament" of Emma Smith, further strengthened by the fact that no records exist proving Joseph's parentage of any children born to his alleged polygamous wives.

In view of these opposing biases of both churches on this issue, therefore, and given the strong LDS Mormon affiliation and heritage of both authors, the reader should be cautioned in advance as to the positions to which the evidence presented by the authors will lead. The basic thesis of their book on the issue of polygamy can be summarized as follows:

- Joseph Smith, Jr., sought to introduce the doctrine and practice of polygamy among a few selected leaders of the church as early as 1831.

(Continued on page 24)
Book Review
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- He encountered early opposition at Kirtland in the 1830s but finally was able to set the doctrine and practice in place secretly in Nauvoo.

- Emma Smith was a strong opponent of polygamy from her first awareness of its invasion of her household; she was, however, compelled by her situation to endure the anguish.

- During her RLDS years (1860-1879) she was forced by circumstances to deny flatly both the fact of Nauvoo polygamy and any and all accusations of her husband's complicity in its inception. After all, her son Joseph III from start to finish of his fifty-four-year RLDS presidency stoutly maintained that his father could never have sponsored or practiced polygamy.

That the polygamy issue is vital to the entire conceptualization of Emma Smith's personhood is seen in the proportion of the book the authors devote to discussions of its origin, impact on her, and ramifications in the early Mormon experience. Of the book's twenty-three chapters the polygamy issue appears in fourteen, being center stage on some one hundred pages in all—exclusive of the endnotes. This is an analytical—not a pejorative—observation, as it suggests what to look for in understanding the authors' views of the essential meanings of Emma Smith's existence. In the end there is much in the book's documentation to engage the reader in many hours of pondering Emma's difficult life situation as it was touched by the polygamy controversy and the complex motives underlying her responses to it.

One would be justified in questioning the dates, precise origin, and therefore the reliability of many of the sources cited by the authors to show Joseph Smith, Jr.'s personal involvement in both teaching and practicing plural marriage. Some of those sources suffer from the lateness of their origin (1860s to 1931) or from their essentially hearsay character. For example, the authors give a detailed, "factual" account of the secret marriage of Joseph to Louisa Beaman (she was attired as a man) in the dark of night, across the river in Montrose, on April 5, 1841 (page 95). Nearly every source cited (note #1, page 322) was created many years later in Utah, during the very time that Utahans were frantically trying to authenticate polygamy in reaction to governmental prosecution of illegal polygamous unions in territories administered by the U.S. Congress. Other sources of this kind include Mary Elizabeth Rollins Lightner's "remaks" given at BYU in 1905; Ebenezer Robinson's Return, 1890; Helen Mar Whitney's Life Incidents," published in Woman's Exponent in 1881; unspecified evidence which the authors state "links Joseph to at least three previous ones [plural wives, in addition to Louisa Beaman] in the city: Prescindia Huntington Buell, Nancy Marinda Johnson Hyde, and Clarissa Hancock." Also the so-called "Diary of William Clayton" is cited, not in its original form but either in a recently produced partial typescript or in terms of excerpts published in the 1880s by Andrew Jensen in his Historical Record in Utah.

The preceding paragraph shows a predictable RLDS bias, which is a reality for me as I deal with this issue and its varying types of documentation in this book. After all, there is no body of "legal-proof" evidence establishing beyond any doubt that Joseph Smith, Jr., either was or was not a polygamist, in the sense of being married to more than one woman at any time prior to his death, or that he either did or did not teach others that such was enjoined by divine revelation. I must also note, however, that a large dimension of circumstantial evidence inheres in the Newell-Avery presentation, pointing to the probability of Joseph's involvement in the inception of plural marriage in early Mormonism. With all the questionable proofs introduced by the authors, there remain sufficiently strong evidences giving rise to (1) a sort of unassailable logic, and (2) an emotional identification with Emma's plight.

The cumulative effect of the book, therefore, is more than a little persuasive, but not so much because of air-tight evidences. Rather the Emma Smith so poignantly revealed is a very believable person who abhorred polygamy from 1842 until the end of her life, and who did so out of the deepest kind of personal hurt over the issue. Emma traveled a long, traumatic road from "Elec Lady" (1830) to strong foe of polygamy (1842-43) to stout denials of anything akin to marital irregularity. The depth of her "too deep for words" pain over polygamy did not destroy Emma's fundamental empathy toward her husband and family or the many others who leaned on her in their own need. In this book Emma is portrayed as a powerless woman who in the end exercised qualities of power and authority forever denied most persons caught up in the quest to gain and hold power over the lives of others. When L. C. Bidamon's mistress Nancy Abercrombie bore a son by him, Emma did what only a woman of her empathetic depth would do: when little Charlie was four (1868), she took him in and raised him. Later she even employed Miss Abercrombie, so that mother and son could be closer (pages 275-277).

Many LDS readers may not accept such a kind assessment of the woman whom Brigham Young called the "damnedest liar I ever met." Some RLDS readers may argue vehemently with many of the details and evidences in this new interpretation of Emma Hale Smith in terms of what is presented on the matter of the relation of Joseph Smith to the inception of Mormon polygamy. Whatever they may think and feel about that issue, they can rest assured that Emma has been dealt with fairly, and her life's meanings have been gently held and turned over and over in the light of competent scholarship. Perhaps most important of all, this book represents a labor of love by two sincere and able scholars who, in the process of their work discovered a new depth of love for their subject. When one explores this book the likelihood is strong that that same love, refined by respect and a sense of woe, will come alive; Emma's pain and invincible kindness will apprehend the reader. The enigma—the mystery—endures, but not just that of Emma. The authors convey in this book a truth much larger than perhaps they intended: life is enigma. . .life is mystery. At the deepest core of every human is that which is hidden and can never be fully revealed. In the face of that inscrutable puzzle, Linda Newell and Valeen Avery launched their eight-year pilgrimage. Whoever ponders the fruit of their quest will confront the depth of her/his own mystery, the enigma of friend, neighbor, and enemy, the hiddenness of the whole truth of any life.

Richard P. Howard
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AUTHORS’ NOTE: The original manuscript submitted for publication was a thousand pages. To lower the cost we deleted more than three hundred pages. Copies of the longer manuscript are available in the libraries of the University of Utah, Brigham Young University, Utah State University, and the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence, Missouri.
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